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TechniqueAltering the Expression
in Mice of Genes by Modifying
Their 3� Regions

previously developed a “gene titration” method in which
homologous recombination in embryonic stem (ES) cells
is used to delete or duplicate a chosen gene at its normal
chromosomal location without changing the sequence
of the gene product or of nearby cis-acting control ele-
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ments (Smithies and Kim, 1994). Animals generated from1Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine
the ES cells modified in this way have one, two (wild-2 Department of Microbiology and Immunology
type), three, or four functional copies of the gene ofUniversity of North Carolina
interest. A linear and strictly proportional relationshipChapel Hill, North Carolina 27599
between the number of copies of a gene and the steady-
state level of its product was observed in mice resulting
from several experiments of this type (Krege et al., 1997;Summary
Oliver et al., 1998). This agrees with previous observa-
tions in humans that heterozygotes for a completelyPolymorphic differences altering expression of genes
nonfunctional mutation usually have close to 50% nor-without changing their products probably underlie hu-
mal levels of gene product (Harris, 1970), while trisomicman quantitative traits affecting risks of serious dis-
individuals have close to 150% normal levels (Epstein,eases, but methods for investigating such quantitative
1989). Fifty percent expression is consequently regularlydifferences in animals are limited. Accordingly, we
observed at the mRNA level in mice heterozygous for ahave developed a procedure for changing the expres-
gene deletion “knock out.” However, in the three- andsion in mice of chosen genes over a 100-fold range
four copy animals, the chromosome with the duplicatedwhile retaining their chromosomal location and tran-
gene sometimes produces less than twice the productscriptional controls. To develop the procedure, we first
of the normal chromosome (Kim et al., 2002). This lackdissected the effects in embryonic stem (ES) cells of
of proportionality is likely because in these cases theelements within and downstream of the 3� untrans-
duplicated region does not include cis-acting regulatorylated region (UTR) of a single copy transgene at the
elements that are important for normal transcription lev-Hprt locus. As expected, protein expression varied
els. Increasing the extent of the duplicated region canwith the steady-state level and half-life of the mRNA.
in principle overcome this problem, but this solution isThe rank order of expression with various tested 3�
not always applicable because of the difficulty of ob-regions is the same in ES cells, and in cardiomyocytes
taining long duplications and because of complicationsand trophoblastocytes derived from them. In mice hav-
introduced when the duplication includes an adjacenting two functionally different native genes with modi-
gene. Clearly, there is need for a method of changing thefied 3�UTRs, the desired expression was obtained.
expression of a gene at its own chromosomal location,
preferably over a wider range than can be achieved byIntroduction
deletion and duplication, while still retaining the control-
ling elements (promoters, enhancers, introns, etc.) andThe vast extent of human genetic variability is becoming
the effects of the chromosomal location that influenceincreasingly obvious as the human genome project
transcription of the wild-type gene.progresses (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001). It

Accordingly, we have developed a genetic procedureis therefore reasonable to expect that common polymor-
for varying the level of expression of a target gene which

phic alleles will exist that dictate expression of the prod-
comes close to fulfilling this need. The procedure is

ucts of many genes at different intrinsic levels without
based on the results of many previous studies showing

changing the products themselves or the location and that the 3�-untranslated region (3�UTR) of a gene influ-
timing of their expression. These considerations indi- ences the stability of its mRNA (Ross, 1995). To develop
cate the need to know the effects of genetic varia- the new procedure, we first constructed a quantitative
tions that change the level of expression of genes, and reporter system using a green fluorescent protein trans-
particularly of those relevant to complex multifactorial gene inserted by homologous recombination into the
diseases. hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (Hprt)

One method of seeking this knowledge is to generate locus as a single copy. We then studied the effects on
transgenic animals by the injection of DNA into the male the expression of the reporter of using natural or modi-
pronucleus of one-cell murine embryos. However, DNA fied 3�UTRs with or without their downstream GU/U-rich
incorporated into the mouse germline in this way is inte- sequence elements (GREs) (Gil and Proudfoot, 1987).
grated randomly and in unpredictable copy numbers. We show that the steady-state level of expression of
Moreover, the level of gene expression in the resulting the reporter gene can be varied over more than a 100-
mice frequently fails to correlate with the number of fold range by modifying its 3� region. The relative expres-
copies of the integrated genes and is often markedly sion achieved in ES cells with different 3� regions is
influenced by the site of integration (Hatada et al., 1999). preserved in two types of differentiated cells derived
As a means of overcoming some of these problems, we from the ES cells. Data are presented confirming that

the desired levels of expression, one an increase and
the other a decrease, were obtained in two lines of mice*Correspondence: jenny_langenbach@med.unc.edu
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Figure 1. A Single Copy Transgene Strategy for Testing the Effects of 3� Regions on the Expression of a Humanized Renilla Green Fluorescence
Protein with a Nuclear Localization Signal (hrGFPn)

(A) The target locus, into which the transgene is introduced by homologous recombination (Doetschman et al., 1987), is the Hprt gene of BK4
ES cells; it lacks the promoter and exons 1 and 2. (B) The targeting vector contains a human �-actin promoter (P�-actin) and two noncoding
�-actin exons (1,2), the hrGFPn coding sequence with an MluI site just 3� to the stop codon. Different 3�UTRs with or without their GU/U-rich
sequence elements (GRE) are introduced into this MluI site by ligation using MluI and AscI sites on the 5� and 3� ends of the test regions, or
by recombination in E. coli (Zhang et al., 1998). (C) The resulting locus after homologous recombination and selection in hypoxanthine-
aminopterin-thymidine (HAT) media. The Hprt gene has a promoter (P) and all 9 exons and the locus now contains a single copy transgene.
Mlu and (Mlu) indicate MluI sites that are intact or have been destroyed by ligation.

derived from ES cells in which the 3�UTRs of two func- modified 3� regions that we have tested, together with
tionally different native genes had been modified. Thus histograms from FACS analyses of the corresponding
modification of the 3� region of a gene is a potent tool for ES cells and the parental ES cell, BK4. Note that, except
changing its expression in mice in a predictable fashion as otherwise indicated, all the elements included in each
while retaining its chromosomal position, promoters, of the tested 3� regions are from the gene named in its
and introns. title. For example, “�-globin �” in line 6 of the figure

indicates that the tested 3� region included the �-globin
Results 3�UTR with its own natural poly(A) addition signals plus

the GRE from the same gene; “�-globin” on line 13 indi-
The Test System cates that the 3� region included the �-globin 3�UTR
Figure 1 illustrates diagrammatically the homologous with its own poly(A) addition signals but did not include
recombination and HAT selection (Doetschman et al., the GRE. (The 5� and 3� primers used to generate the
1987) used to introduce into the Hprt locus of Hprt- various 3� regions are included in Supplemental Table
negative ES cells a single copy of a reporter transgene, S1 [http://www.developmentalcell.com/cgi/content/full/6/
hrGFPn (humanized renilla Green Fluorescence Protein

4/597/DC1].) The data are presented in rank order so
with a nuclear localization sequence), having a 3� region

that the relative “strengths” of the different 3� regionsto be tested. Use of this procedure allowed us to com-
can be seen at a glance, and our various figures can bepare many different 3� regions for their effects on gene
readily compared.expression. Because each construct is tested as a single

The histograms presenting the results of the FACScopy transgene in a fixed locus (Hprt), the observed
analyses of cells (at least 10,000 cells per analysis) werefluorescences enable rigorous comparisons of the ef-
obtained by trypsinizing culture dishes with many colo-fects on expression of the tested 3� regions.
nies. As can be seen, the counts of cells (linear vertical
axis) having different intensities of fluorescence (loga-The 3� Regions Tested and the Rank Order
rithmic horizontal axis) are monophasically and essen-of Expression
tially normally distributed. The mean fluorescences ofFigure 2 illustrates, in the rank order of the levels of

expression in ES cells that they confer, 28 natural or the modified ES cells (the numbers in the histogram
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Figure 2. Diagrammatic Representation of the 28 3� Regions Tested in This Study and the Results of FACS Analysis of the Modified ES Cells

In the diagrams, 3�UTR indicates sequences downstream of the stop codon up to but not including the poly(A) signal; GRE, a GU/U-rich
element; bGH, bovine growth hormone; �, a 3�UTR with its own GRE; *2 and *3, duplicated or triplicated sequences; SLDE, stem-loop
destabilizing element; SV40, the late gene of SV40; pMC1NeoR, MC1 promoter-driven neomycin phosphotransferase gene; AT1aR, angiotensin
1a receptor; ACE, angiotensin converting enzyme; CRE, minimal C-rich element of human �-globin; ADM, adrenomedullin; OCT-3/4, octamer
binding protein-3/4; AGER, advanced glycation end product receptor; PPAR�, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor �; ARE, AU/U-rich
element of mouse c-fos gene.
3�UTR sequences are lightly stippled. Poly(A) addition signals are slashed left slanting. GREs are heavily stippled. Various unique sequences
are slashed right slanting. Open triangles are loxP sequences. The constructs are numbered for reference in other figures and in the text. The
sequences in a given 3� region are from the gene named in its title, except when indicated otherwise.
The histograms show the distribution of fluorescence intensity in trypsinized ES cells (n � 10,000). The vertical scales of the FACS histograms
are linear and represent counts of the numbers of cells at each level of fluorescence. The horizontal scales are logarithmic and cover
fluorescence intensity from 1 to 104. The numbers on the histograms are the mean fluorescence intensity.

panels) range from (for bGH�, line 1) approximately Systematic Effects of 3� Region Modifications
The 3� region constructs used to generate the data in200X the background fluorescence of untransformed

BK4 ES cells to 2X (for c-fos, line 28). We describe below Figure 2 were designed primarily to enable the expres-
sion of a target gene to be varied in a graded mannerhow the data in Figure 2 can be used to select a suitable

3� region for altering the expression of a chosen target between the limits of the maximum obtainable (with
bGH�) to the minimum (with c-fos). However, the datagene in a desired manner.
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Figure 3. The hrGFPn Fluorescence with Each Construct Correlates with Its mRNA Level and the Half-Life of Its mRNA

(A) Correlation between the steady-state level of hrGFPn mRNA and the mean intensity of hrGFPn fluorescence with constructs having different
3� regions. hrGFPn mRNA levels are normalized to �-actin mRNA and fluorescence is relative to SV40� as 100%. The numbering follows that
used in Figure 2.
(B) Correlation between the half-lives of hrGFPn mRNA and fluorescence intensity. Both are relative to that of SV40� as 100%. Half-lives
were determined from the values of hrGFPn mRNA/�-actin mRNA 0, 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 hr after adding 10 �g/ml actinomycin D to the
culture medium.

also allow several systematic effects to be noted. Thus corresponding mRNA, we used quantitative RT-PCR to
we confirm previous work (Gil and Proudfoot, 1987) measure steady-state mRNA levels and followed the
showing that inclusion or omission of the GRE down- decrease in level when transcription was inhibited with
stream of the poly(A) addition signals of a 3�UTR allows actinomycin D. Figure 3A shows that the fluorescence
expression to be altered by a factor of between two and obtained with all 28 constructs having different 3� re-
three (compare lines 1 and 10, 5 and 11, 6 and 13, 21 and gions is linearly correlated (p � 0.0001; R2 	 0.940)
23, 27 and 28). We also confirm previous observations with the level of hrGFPn mRNA. There are no significant
(Shaw and Kamen, 1986) that expression is markedly differences in the rank order of the 3� regions when
reduced when an AU-rich element (ARE), such as occurs measured in the two ways. Thus the expression of
in the natural c-fos 3�UTR, is placed between the stop hrGFPn at the protein level, as judged by fluorescence, is
codon and a 3�UTR (lines 15 and 25 in Figure 2 and quantitatively proportional to expression of the hrGFPn
Figure 3, below). Likewise, we confirm observations gene at the mRNA level. Figure 3B demonstrates that
(Brown et al., 1996) that a Stem Loop Destabilizing Ele- the steady-state level of hrGFPn mRNA with different
ment (SLDE) reduces expression (lines 1 and 9). In con- 3� regions is, as expected, positively correlated (p �
trast, the loxP stem loop has almost no effect (lines 1 0.0001; R2 	 0.914) with the relative half-lives of their
and 4), an observation with important implications for mRNAs normalized to the half-life of �-actin mRNA.
future work (see discussion). We find that duplicating
or triplicating a 3�UTR without its poly(A) addition signals
does not affect expression (lines 1, 2, and 3). However, Effects of 3�UTR Modifications
expression is doubled by duplicating a 3� poly(A) addi- in Differentiated Cells
tion signal and GRE (lines 7 and 12, 19 and 21). The foregoing data demonstrate that systematic alter-

ations of the expression in ES cells of a single copy
transgene can be achieved by changing its 3� region.Quantitative Analysis of mRNA Expression
For this form of gene modification to be generally usefuland Stability
for systematically altering the expression of a targetTo determine whether the intensity of fluorescence ob-
gene in a mouse, the effects seen in ES cells must alsotained with a given construct (a measure of expression

at the protein level) parallels the level and half-life of the be seen in differentiated cells derived from these cells.
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To determine whether this requirement is met, we re- and 16). Similarly, introducing a portion of the bGH
3�UTR from between the stop codon and poly(A) signalmoved the ES cells from the feeder layer cells that main-

tain them in the undifferentiated state, and cultured them into the adrenomedullin (Adm) 3� region did not increase
fluorescence (lines 24 and 26), even though omittingunder conditions leading to a variety of differentiated

cells. We chose cardiomyocytes as one type of differen- the same sequence from the bGH 3�UTR diminished
fluorescence considerably (lines 1 and 12). Neverthe-tiated cell in which to ask whether expression in a differ-

entiated cell is comparable to that in the ES cell from less, we found that a potentially general strategy for
increasing expression without introducing sequenceswhich it was derived. Cardiomyocytes are useful for this

purpose since they are regularly produced when ES cells not already present in the 3� region is to duplicate the
poly(A) signal and accompanying GRE. Thus, a simpledifferentiate and are easily recognized by their sponta-

neous beating. A second type of differentiated cell that poly(A) signal and GRE immediately after the stop codon
of our reporter gene gives good expression (line 12 inregularly arises in our cultures is a trophoblast-like cell,

easily recognized by its large size and one or more Figure 2), and duplicating this sequence increased ex-
pression about 2-fold (line 7). Likewise, duplicating theprominent nuclei. The cardiomyocytes and trophoblas-

tocytes were respectively immunoreactive to antibodies poly(A) signal and GRE of the CYP1a1 gene gave a 2-fold
increase in expression (lines 19 and 21).for troponin T and placental lactogen-1 which are spe-

cific markers for these two cell types (bottom two panels
of Figure 4). Figure 4 compares the rank order of the Designing the 3� Region for a Target Gene
fluorescence of the modified ES cells for seven of our In order to design a modification to obtain a desired
tested series of 3� regions with that from cardiomyo- change in the expression of a chosen target gene, it is
cytes and trophoblastocytes derived from these ES necessary to compare the “strength” of the natural
cells. The rank order of the seven 3� regions in the parent 3�UTR and GRE from the target gene with that of pre-
ES cells and in the two types of differentiated cells gen- viously tested 3� regions. We illustrate this aspect of our
erated from them is identical. system with the gene coding for the angiotensin type

1a receptor (AT1aR), whose expression we wished to
increase in the mouse, and with the gene coding for theDecreasing Gene Expression

Changing the 3� region of a target gene by replacement peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor � (PPAR�),
whose expression we wished to decrease. Both of thesewith a different 3� region is likely, in most cases, to yield

a useful increase or decrease in expression. However, target genes have 3�UTRs and GREs that lead to rela-
tively low levels of expression (20% of SV40� for AT1aR,in some cases, replacing the natural 3� region of a gene

with a different 3� region may remove important regula- lines 5 and 17; and 27% for PPAR�, lines 5 and 15). To
increase the expression of AT1aR, we therefore chosetory sequences. An example would be iron-responsive

elements in the 3�UTR of the transferrin gene (Binder et to replace its natural 3� region with a construct (Figure
5A, and line 8 in Figure 2) that included two copies ofal., 1994). Accordingly, our experiments also included

tests of ways of modifying the expression of a gene by the 3�UTR and GRE from the bGH gene plus a selectable
NeoR marker flanked by loxP sequences. To decreasethe addition of suitable sequences while retaining most

or all of the gene’s natural 3� region. Thus we tested the the expression of the PPAR� gene, we decided to insert
into its natural 3�UTR an ARE from c-fos plus the loxPeffects of adding an element (an ARE from c-fos) (Shaw

and Kamen, 1986) to the 3�UTR of the PPAR� gene in sequence that remains after the action of Cre-recombi-
nase (Figure 5C, and line 25 in Figure 2).order to decrease its expression (compare lines 15 and

25 in Figure 2), as discussed in more detail below. Like- The results of incorporating these planned targeted
modifications into our test system led us to expect thatwise, the addition of an SLDE from the granulocyte

colony stimulating factor gene (Brown et al., 1996) de- AT1aR expression should be increased to about 3 X
wild-type in homozygotes (compare lines 8 and 17 increased expression of bGH to about half (lines 1 and

9). However, the loxP sequence, which has a stem-loop Figure 2) and 2 X in heterozygotes, while PPAR� expres-
sion should be reduced to about 0.1 X wild-type in homo-structure and YAT sequences in its loop similar to those

in SLDE, decreased fluorescence by only 15% (lines 1 zygotes (compare lines 15 and 25) and 0.55 X in hetero-
zygotes.and 4). Deletion of the GRE downstream of an existing

3�UTR decreased expression to about half or one-third
in the case of several 3�UTRs (lines 1 and 10, 5 and 11, Tests in Animals
6 and 13, 21 and 23, 27 and 28). Removal of the 3�UTR We have generated animals from the ES cells that were
sequences upstream of a poly(A) signal can also de- modified in the ways illustrated in Figure 5A and 5C,
crease expression (to one-quarter in the case of bGH; and have used them to test the overall effectiveness of
lines 1 and 12), but this is at the cost of losing information our procedure. Figure 5B shows that animals heterozy-
in the deleted region. gous for the bGH 3�UTR targeted modification of the

AT1aR gene have in vivo expression of the AT1aR gene
in kidney and heart (two tissues in which the expressionIncreasing Gene Expression

We had more difficulty in finding ways of increasing the can be measured with precision) increased to about 1.8
X of wild-type. Animals homozygous for the c-fos 3�UTRexpression of genes while retaining most of their natural

3�UTRs. The addition of minimal C-rich stabilizing ele- targeted modification of the PPAR� have in vivo expres-
sion of the PPAR� gene in adipose tissue (the primaryments (CRE) from the �-globin gene (Holcik and Lieb-

haber, 1997) into the 3�UTR after the stop codon of the site of its function) reduced to about 0.1 X of wild-type.
Expression is also decreased to similar extents in heart,Ace gene did not increase the fluorescence (lines 14
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Figure 4. Digital Images and Intensities of the Green Fluorescence from Seven Differently Modified ES Cells and from Cardiomyocytes and
Trophoblastocytes Derived In Vitro from Them 10 Days after Plating on Laminin-Coated Dishes
The dotted lines indicate the borders of the cardiomyocytes and trophoblastocytes. The labels for the cells follow those used in Figure 2,
and the black numbers immediately next to the labels record the average fluorescence of FACS sorted cells taken from Figure 2. The white
numbers in each image panel indicate the fluorescence intensities of the nuclei of the imaged cells corrected for background fluorescence.
Cardiomyocytes were identified by their beating; they express troponin T, a characteristic marker of this cell type, as shown in the left bottom
panel. Trophoblastocytes were identified by their characteristic morphology; they express placental lactogen 1 (PL1), a characteristic marker
of this cell type, as shown in the right bottom panel.

liver, and kidney. Thus the results in animals agree very Discussion
well with design expectations since the expressions of
two functionally quite different target genes were modi- Much effort has been expended in the past on manipula-

tions to control the level of gene expression throughfied in opposite directions, as planned, in the several
tested tissues, and to degrees close to those predicted factors that affect the two synthetic processes, tran-

scription and translation. Yet the steady-state levels ofby the prior experiments in ES cells.
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Figure 5. Generation of Animals with Genes Modified in Their 3� Regions

(A) 3� region used to increase expression of the angiotensin 1a receptor (AT1aR) in an animal.
(B) Kidney and heart expression of the modified AT1aR gene (black bars) relative to wild-type as 100% (white bars).
(C) 3� region used to decrease expression of the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor � (PPAR�).
(D) Adipose tissue, heart, liver, and kidney expression of the modified PPAR� gene (black bars) relative to wild-type (white bars).
The 3� regions illustrated in (A) and (C) are as in lines 8 and 25 of Figure 2.

all cell components are proportionately as much af- transcription (Shaw and Kamen, 1986). The effect was
reproducible in three different cell lines tested. Laterfected by changes in the degradation of the mRNA and

protein products as they are by changes in their synthe- studies showed that the presence in a 3�UTR of AREs
that include the AUUUA pentanucleotide motif conferssis. For this reason, we chose to develop a system

for modifying gene expression that takes advantage an unstable property on the mRNA of protooncogenes
(Brewer and Ross, 1988), immune regulators (Chen et al.,of changes affecting mRNA stability (Hargrove and

Schmidt, 1989). Among the factors affecting mRNA deg- 1995), and �-adrenergic receptors (Huang et al., 1993).
During ARE-mediated decay, shortening of the poly(A)radation, the 3�UTR and its poly(A) sequence play major

roles. Thus the first step in the decay of many mRNAs tail precedes the degradation of the mRNA body. Our
present experiments demonstrate that these variousis deadenylation followed by decapping (Wang and

Kiledjian, 2001). Since poly(A) binding proteins protect features of 3�UTRs and their downstream GREs can
be used to alter the expression of a target gene system-mRNAs from deadenylation, they also play an important

role in mRNA stabilization (Sachs and Davis, 1989). Addi- atically.
The first set of experiments examined the effects ontionally, it has been demonstrated that GREs down-

stream of the poly(A) signal(s) are required for efficient expression in ES cells of changing the 3�UTR and GRE of
a reporter transgene for a fluorescent protein (hrGFPn)polyadenylation of many mammalian transcripts (Gil and

Proudfoot, 1987). Indeed, cleavage and polyadenylation driven by a �-actin promoter and inserted into the
X-linked Hprt locus. Expression, judged by fluorescenceof transcripts are coordinate functions controlled by

polyadenylation specificity factors that bind to the or quantification of the mRNA level by RT-PCR, was
controlled over more than a 100-fold range by changingpoly(A) signal, and by cleavage stimulation factors that

bind to the GRE (de Vries et al., 2000). the 3� region (Figures 2 and 3). Single-cell fluorescence
(a measure of the protein concentration) and mRNA lev-Other elements affect mRNA stability. For example,

Shaw and Kamen demonstrated that the introduction of els were directly and linearly correlated (R2 	 0.940, p �
0.0001, Figure 3A). Likewise, mRNA levels and their half-a 51-nucleotide AU-rich element (ARE) from the short-

lived mRNA of a human lymphokine gene coding for lives were highly correlated (R2 	 0.914, p � 0.0001,
Figure 3B).granulocyte-monocyte colony stimulating factor re-

duced the steady-state cytoplasmic mRNA levels of a Several systematic observations made in the course
of the first set of experiments require comment. First,rabbit �-globin gene without affecting the rate of its
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we find that the final levels of expression decrease to 3�UTR with its poly(A) addition signal but without a GRE.
about one-half to one-third when a 3�UTR is introduced Attempts to use our procedure to increase the expres-
into the genome without its downstream GRE. Second, sion of a gene with a 3� region comparable in strength
we confirm previous reports that insertion of AREs to that from bGH, or to decrease the expression of a
(Shaw and Kamen, 1986) or SLDEs (Brown et al., 1996) gene with a 3� region as weak as that from c-fos should
into a 3�UTR decreases protein expression in parallel therefore be approached with caution.
with a decrease in mRNA steady-state level. Third, we A third set of experiments tested the ability of our
find that the insertion of loxP sequence into the bGH 3� overall strategy to increase to desired levels the expres-
region scarcely changes expression. This observation sion in animals of a chosen gene (AT1aR) and decrease
is of particular interest since it suggests that tissue- the expression of another (PPAR�). In vitro comparisons
specific or stage-dependent changes in expression of the natural 3� regions of these target genes with pre-
from high to low or low to high should be relatively viously tested 3� regions enabled the design of modifica-
easy to obtain by using two 3� regions in a single tar- tions to alter expression as desired. Animals derived
geting construct (for example, loxP-bGH-loxP-c-fos or from ES cells in which the target genes were so modified
loxP-c-fos-loxP-bGH). Fourth, we find that although re- expressed the altered genes in several tested tissues
moval of most of the bGH 3�UTR between the stop at close to predicted levels. Particularly gratifying is the
codon and poly(A) signal markedly reduced expression survival of animals homozygous for the planned low
(lines 1 and 12 in Figure 2), addition of the same se- expression of PPAR�, since previous efforts to study
quence to the 3�UTR of the Adm gene did not change the effects of low expression of this gene have been
expression (lines 24 and 26). Similarly, although Holcik hampered by the failure of homozygous knockout ani-
and Liebhaber (1997) report that removal of a C-rich mals to survive (Barak et al., 1999; Kubota et al., 1999).
element from the human �-globin gene reduced its ex- In summary, we have demonstrated that modifying the
pression, we found that addition of the same sequence 3� region of a target gene provides a generally applicable
to the 3�UTR of the Ace gene did not change expression way of increasing or decreasing its expression in a pre-
(lines 14 and 16). These observations suggest that the dictable fashion, while retaining its chromosomal loca-
effects of adding “foreign” stabilizing elements from a tion, promoters, and introns. We have compiled a panel
different gene may be context dependent, whereas the of tested 3� regions that can be used to vary expression
addition of destabilizing elements appears less sensitive over a range of more than 100-fold. We also describe
to context. However, we found, fifth, that duplicating ways of changing the expression of a gene of interest
the poly(A) addition signal and GRE of the 3� region of by modifying its 3� region while still retaining features
the CYP1a1 gene doubled expression (lines 19 and 21). of the region that are special to the target gene. We
Likewise, duplicating a simple poly(A) addition signal illustrate the application of our procedure to predictably
and GRE (line 12) also doubled expression (line 7). alter the expression of two target genes in the mouse

Our second set of experiments asked whether the genome.
relative effects on expression of the different 3� regions
was the same in several types of cell. The relevance of Experimental Procedures
this to using the procedure for whole animal experiments

Targeting Vectors and Constructsis obvious; the procedure is likely to be more simple to
The hrGFPn 3�UTR test vector (Figure 1B) was made by insertingapply if the relative “strengths” of the 3� regions are the
into our previously described Hprt- targeting vector (Bronson et al.,same in all cell types. Figure 4 presented data showing
1996) a cDNA coding for a humanized Renilla green fluorescence

that the rank order of expression of seven tested 3� protein with a nuclear localizing sequence (hrGFPn; Stratagene)
regions was the same in three quite different cell types driven by a human �-actin promoter sequence together with its first
(ES cells, cardiomyocytes, and trophoblastocytes). This intron. An MluI site was introduced immediately 3� to the stop codon

of hrGFPn. Various 3�UTRs with or without the addition of theirparallels the observations by Shaw and Kamen on the
downstream GREs were cloned into this MluI site by ligation or byreproducible effects of AREs in three different cell types
homologous recombination in E. coli (Zhang et al., 1998) for tests(Shaw and Kamen, 1986).
of their effects on hrGFPn expression. To facilitate determining theAn important caveat is required when considering re- orientation of the UTRs in the resulting constructs, we introduced

placing the 3� region of a target gene that has a complex an MluI site on the 5� end of the test UTRs and an AscI site on the
3�UTR with the 3� region from another gene, namely the 3� end. All targeting constructs were linearized with PmeI before
possibility that specialized regulatory functions intrinsic electroporation. Figure 2 illustrates the 3� regions tested in the pres-

ent study. Supplemental Table S1 lists the primers used for generat-to the wild-type gene will be lost. Our experiments sug-
ing these 3� sequences by PCR with mouse strain 129 genomic DNAgest that this problem can be avoided with modifications
as a template or cloned fragments from it. In some cases, pBSaimed at decreasing expression by inserting destabiliz-
�-geo bpA (Goodwin and Rottman, 1992) was the template.

ing elements without removing specialized sequences
from the natural 3�UTRs of the target gene. Likewise, Cell Lines and Culture
duplicating the poly(A) signal and the GRE of a chosen The mouse embryonic stem (ES) cell line used in our study is a
gene appears to be a promising way of progressively subclone (BK4) of E14TG2a, a cell line derived from 129/Ola mice

with a deletion in its Hprt gene (Hooper et al., 1987) (Figure 1A). Theincreasing expression without either removing any se-
ES cells were grown on murine embryonic fibroblasts in Dulbecco’squences or introducing foreign sequences not already
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 15% heat-present in the 3� region. However, it is important to
inactivated fetal bovine serum, 10 �M 2-mercaptoethanol, and 2 mM

recognize that currently none of our tested 3� regions L-glutamine. For the gene targeting experiments, �3 
 107 ES cells
yields more expression than the bGH 3�UTR with its were electroporated in the presence of 15 �g of the targeting DNA
poly(A) addition signal and GRE. In the opposite direc- in a cuvette having a gap size of 4 mm and an area of 160 mm2

with a 1 s discharge from a 250 �F capacitor charged to 300V.tion, none has yielded expression less than the c-fos
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